Is Your Hospital Prepared to Protect Revenue in an Emergency (and Beyond)?

A Free Webinar, Thursday, June 3, 2010, 10:00 am—11:00 am

Brought to you by the Chapters of Region 2:
Central New York Chapter, Hudson Valley Chapter, Metropolitan New York Chapter, Northeastern New York Chapter, Puerto Rico Chapter, Rochester Regional Chapter, & Western New York Chapter

Go to https://www1.gotomeeting.com/register/238888809 to register for this webinar. During the registration process, you will need to select the chapter that you are a member of. If you are not an HFMA member, please select a chapter within proximity to your facility. Once registered you will receive an email confirming your registration with information you need to join the webinar. 1.0 hours of CPE credit will be awarded upon submission of the course evaluation form.

A critical but often overlooked part of preparedness that allows your hospital to keep delivering care.

Current compliance standards (like JCAHO) require hospital emergency plans to be in place, but they rarely include specific requirements aimed at what the business office or revenue department should do in an emergency. Usually, emergency response plans focus on clinical care and logistics and leave the essential business, finance and revenue cycle functions vulnerable.

On top of this, the great majority of current hospital plans are actually not usable—responders cannot quickly find the specific, up-to-date information they need. This webinar provides a detailed explanation of how to protect revenue and business functions in an emergency, and best practices for keeping your entire emergency response plan actionable, accessible, and current.

This webinar shows you:
• How to plan for and protect your business and financial interests so that your hospital can continue to deliver care.
• An approach for organizing actionable information your staff needs to respond effectively to an incident.
• Techniques for making the plans standardized, accessible, and easy to maintain.
• A demonstration of a sample Emergency Response Plan for a Hospital Finance Staff.

Intended audience: Hospital CFOs, Business Office Managers, Directors of Revenue, and similar staff leads.

This webinar is offered by EPSScentral LLC and Approach Group. Our partnership specializes in healthcare operations, business process, and capture and deployment of usable, accessible and maintainable operating procedures.